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Abstract
This paper describes an integrated setup for fluorescence recovery after photobleaching

(FRAP) for determining translational and rotational Brownian diffusion simultaneously,

ensuring that these two quantities are measured under exactly the same conditions and at the

same time in dynamic experiments. The setup is based on translational-FRAP with a fringe

pattern of light for both the bleaching and monitoring of fluorescently labeled particles, and

rotational-FRAP, which uses the polarization of a short bleach light pulse to create a

polarization anisotropy. The fringe pattern of the probe beam is modulated in conjunction with

a synchronized lock-in amplifier giving a fast, sensitive, ensemble-averaged measurement

compared to microscope-image based techniques. The experimental polarization geometry we

used ensures that the fluorescence emission is collected without polarization bias. Therefore,

only the orientation of the absorption dipole moment of the fixed dye in the particles is

measured, which simplifies interpretation of the data. The polarization is modulated rapidly

between two orthogonal polarization states, giving the polarization anisotropy in one, single

measurement.

The rotational and translational Brownian diffusion of anisotropic colloids is measured

for ellipsoids of revolution. This experiment shows that in this case the rotational correlation

function matches a three-exponential decay in accordance with theoretical predictions.

S Online supplementary data available from stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/24/245101/mmedia

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Experimental studies of translational diffusion with fluores-

cence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [1] have been

used frequently to measure the mobility of macromolecules,

including proteins and lipids in biological membranes [2],

molecules in cytoplasm of living cells [3], micelles [4],

synthetic polymers [5], and colloidal particles [6].

The translational part of the integrated FRAP setup with

a modulating fringe pattern we employ is essentially the

sensitive method developed by Davoust et al [7] which was

later improved by Imhof et al [1] in our group.

Probing of rotational diffusion by FRAP has evolved

in the last decade to a sensitive method for measuring

the rotational dynamics of fluorescently labeled colloidal

particles over a wide dynamic range [8]. By a relatively

easy incorporation of dye in the particles, colloids carry
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a tag permitting monitoring of their orientation. The

accessible time scale for reorientation ranges from tens of

microseconds to seconds or more, in contrast to time-resolved

phosphorescence anisotropy (TPA) where the maximum

reorientation time scale is limited to at most a few

milliseconds owing to the finite lifetime of the excited triplet

state of the dyes [9–11].

Rotational- and translational-FRAP does not require

nearly transparent, optically matched samples as needed

in dynamic light scattering (DLS) [12]. Slow diffusion

processes can be investigated due to the irreversibility of the

photobleaching reaction. Unlike birefringence measurements,

the measured quantity in rotational-FRAP is not proportional

to the concentration of the particles.

Here we present the development of an integrated trans-

lational and rotational setup. The simultaneous measurement

of translational and rotational motion clearly is an advantage

for a number of situations. The integrated setup ensures that

translational and rotational diffusion coefficients are measured

under exactly the same conditions, and simultaneously in

dynamic experiments, e.g. in a sedimenting–diffusion profile.

In addition, coupling of rotational and translational motion,

manifested by a non-diagonal diffusion tensor, can be

investigated. Another example is the situation in which one

of both diffusional motions is hindered, e.g. in a rotator

phase [13]. As a useful application, the absolute length of

the long and short axis of a colloidal ellipsoid of revolution

(spheroid) can both be measured in one single experiment.

This also applies to spheroids with a small aspect ratio.

Their dimensions are difficult to derive from rotational-FRAP

only [14]. In the integrated translational–rotational method

described here, two independent correlation functions, one

for translational as well as one for rotational diffusion, are

obtained for each coordinate in reciprocal space. This is in

contrast with the case of depolarized dynamic light scattering

(DDLS) [12] where only one correlation function is measured

comprising both a weighted translational and rotational

part. Likewise, in fluorescence correlation spectroscopy

(FCS) [15, 16] only one correlation function is obtained

when translational and rotational diffusion are measured

simultaneously.

The development of our integrated technique starts

from the setup designed by Tinland et al [17]. We

improved the setup by implementing the experimental

configuration of the rotational setup employed by Lettinga

and Koenderink [8] in our group, with the difference that

we use a fast photoelastic modulator (PEM) to modulate

the polarization: the mechanical rotating polarizer from [8]

would distort the fringe pattern in translational-FRAP. Our

specific experimental polarization geometry ensures that only

the absorption dipole moment in the rotational correlation

function is measured, simplifying interpretation of the

data [18] compared to the setup of Tinland [17] and the

optical microscopy geometries used elsewhere [19]. In the

latter geometries, the polarization of fluorescence detection

is biased with the disadvantage that also the emission dipole

orientation is measured, giving a higher-order rotational

relaxation contribution to the polarization anisotropy that

decays at a faster rate. Use of a short intense bleach

laser pulse in combination with a fast ferroelectric liquid

crystal shutter [8] in front of the fluorescent light detector

gives access to reorientation correlation times down to

sub-milliseconds.

Section 2.1 describes the principle of FRAP in general

and section 2.2 describes translational-FRAP specifically.

Section 2.3 presents the principle of rotational-FRAP.

Section 3 reviews the theory of the rotational and

translational dynamics of an ellipsoid of revolution. The

experimental setup is described in section 4, with an

overview of the measures taken to make the combination of

translational and rotational-FRAP feasible. The performance

of the new integrated translational–rotational-FRAP setup is

demonstrated in section 5 and measurements on ellipsoids

of revolution are presented as a proof of principle for the

application of our setup to anisotropic particles.

2. The integrated FRAP method

2.1. Principle

FRAP is a so-called pump-and-probe technique. Initially, a

high-intensity light pulse illuminates a spot or pattern inside

the sample. In this way, a photochemical process called

photobleaching irreversibly destroys the fluorescence of dye

inside the particles in part of the sample. After this pump

pulse the return of the fluorescence from the bleached part

of the sample due to diffusion is monitored in time by a probe

beam, which has a low intensity so that subsequent bleaching

is insignificant. The bleach pattern gradually fades away by

exchange translational diffusion.

Brownian motion not only comprises translational but

also rotational diffusion. This rotational motion consists of

small angular steps in random directions. In rotational or

polarized FRAP, the polarization property of the light is

used to keep track of this rotational motion [8]. Dyes rigidly

incorporated in the particles are bleached preferentially

when they have the orientation of their absorption dipole

moment parallel to the polarization direction of the pump

beam. This creates an anisotropic distribution of bleached

dye molecules, and hence induces polarization anisotropy

called linear dichroism due to absorption anisotropy. This

can be probed by the fluorescence intensity of the ensemble

of particles in the bleached region by modulation of the

polarization direction of a probe beam. Little dye will be

excited when the polarization direction of the probe beam is

parallel to that of the bleach beam, since a large number of

dye molecules with this absorption transition dipole moment

orientation have been bleached. Consequently, there will be

less emission of fluorescent light. On the other hand, if the

polarization direction is perpendicular to that of the bleach

beam, the excitation probability is high due to the high

absorption of light. Since the dyes with their absorption dipole

moment in this direction have hardly been bleached, there

will be a high emission of fluorescent light. This polarization

anisotropy is large shortly after the bleach pulse but gradually

fades away by the rotational Brownian motion.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the translational part of the
integrated rotational- and translational-FRAP setup with the

wavevectors k̂i. The origin of the left-handed Cartesian coordinate
system is on the point of intersection of the crossed beams in the
middle of the sample.

2.2. Translational-FRAP

In the translational part of our FRAP setup, the intensity

distribution of the bleach pattern in the sample is a sinusoidal

fringe obtained by the interference of two intersecting beams,

derived by splitting the original beam in two equal parts with

a beam splitter and recombining them under a semiangle θ

with the help of mirrors (see figure 1). The probe fringe

is generated in the same way, but with a low-intensity

continuous wave laser beam with the same wavelength λ.

After the bleach pulse, the concentration of particles with

photobleached dye has an approximately sinusoidal profile.

It has to be emphasized that after the bleach pulse the

distribution of bleached and unbleached dye is changed but

the concentration of colloidal particles remains homogeneous.

The process of the fade away of this bleach pattern by

exchange translational diffusion of the particles obeys a

special case of the Smoluchowski equation [12], which has

the following solution, after Fourier transformation to the

reciprocal space,

P(q|t) = (2π)−1e−Dtq2t. (1)

This can be recognized as the self-intermediate scattering

function, with Dt the long time self-diffusion coefficient; t is

the time and q the length of the wavevector (see [1]).

After the bleach pulse, the spatial phase offset (‘x’

position in figure 1) of the sinusoidal profile is adjusted by

a piezo-driven mirror (see figure 1) such that the maxima

of the probe fringe is coincident with the minima in

the concentration profile of the unbleached dye. Then the

exponential rise of the fluorescence intensity due to exchange

diffusion of bleach and unbleached particles is maximal. The

optimum choice of this spatial phase offset when modulation

of the probe fringe pattern is applied will be treated in

section 4.

The piezo-driven mirror is also used for the modulation of

the probe fringe. The spatial phase ϕ(t′) is time (t′) dependent

due to the optical path difference ��opd caused by the

sinusoidal movement of this mirror. This results in a probe

fringe pattern which slides periodically in the x-direction over

the bleached dye concentration profile. It can be shown [1]

that the fringe spacing equals L = λ/2 sin θ with λ the

wavelength of the light in vacuum and a reciprocal spacing

k0 = 2π/L in the direction perpendicular to the bisector of the

intersecting beams.

An approximation for the fluorescence intensity is

derived by Imhof and Dhont [20] for the case of a number

of fringe lines Nlines in the bleach pattern of more than 30:

If

(
t, t′

) ∝ A(t)QI0
pNpn0{I∗dc(K,Nlines)+ I∗mod(K,Nlines)

× cos[ϕ(t′)] e−Dtk2
0 t} (2)

with Np the number of identical Brownian particles in the

volume V that is illuminated, and n0 the average of the

pre-bleach number of dye molecules in a particle. Not all

bleached dye is bleached in an irreversible way, therefore A(t)
accounts for the return of the remaining reversible bleached

molecules to the ground state. The constant Q is a product

of the dye quantum efficiencies for photon absorption and

emission on the one hand, and the detection efficiency on

the other hand. K = αI0
b�tb is the mean bleaching efficiency

index, which is a measure for the bleach depth and α

is the photolytic constant that relates to the efficiency of

the bleaching process. I0
b and I0

p are the bleach and probe

intensities, respectively, and �tb the bleach pulse duration.

The fluorescence intensity in equation (2) consists of two

parts: a constant background fluorescence with magnitude I∗dc.

This term is a generalization of the modified Bessel function

and depends on the bleach depth K and number of fringes

Nlines. The second term with amplitude I∗mod is the modulated

part, which falls off almost single exponentially for a number

of fringes Nlines above 30. The latter condition is necessary to

neglect the translational diffusion of particles to and from the

exterior of the fringe area.

2.3. Rotational-FRAP

If a unit director D̂ is assigned to a spherical Brownian

particle, the endpoint of D̂ describes small random angular

steps on the surface of a hypothetical unit sphere due

to the collision with solvent molecules. The probability

P(D̂, t) sin(θ) dθ dϕ of finding a particle with orientation D̂
within dθ about θ and within dϕ about ϕ at time t obeys the

Debye equation [21]

∂

∂t
P(D̂, t) = Dr

0∇2
ωP(D̂, t) (3)

where ∇2
ω is the angular part of the Laplace operator ∇2

and Dr
0 is the Stokes–Einstein–Debye rotational diffusion

coefficient. In rotational-FRAP, linearly polarized light is used

for the bleach and probe beams. The absorption (bleaching

and excitation) as well as emission has a transition dipole

moment, which implies that the dye molecules have a

preferred orientation for absorption and emission. They are

characterized by unit vectors μ̂B, μ̂A and μ̂E in the frame of

reference of the dye molecule. The corresponding absorption

dipole moments μ̂B and μ̂A are virtually identical since the

bleach and probe beam have the same wavelength (532 nm)

here.

The polarization state of an electromagnetic (em) wave is

represented by the direction of the electric field component.

In a polarized FRAP experiment three polarization directions

are important. The polarization direction of the bleach and
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Figure 2. Sketch of the experimental polarization geometry. The sample is located at the origin. The orientations � of the dye molecules

are described by the three Euler angles, � ≡ (α, β, γ ). The polarization of the probe beam Â is modulated between the two extreme
orthogonal linear polarization states, βÂ‖ = +45◦ and βÂ⊥ = −45◦ with respect to the vertical direction. The inset at the bottom of the

drawing shows that the angle between B, Â‖ or Â⊥ on one hand and Ê on the other equals 54.7◦.

probe beams will be denoted by the unit vectors B̂ and
Â, respectively (see figure 2). The fluorescence emission is
measured through a polarization filter with an orientation
Ê. The fluorescence intensity If(t, t′, t′′) measured in a
rotational-FRAP experiment can be described by integration
over space r extended for the integration over the orientations
� at time t and �0 at time t0 of the dye molecules

If(t, t′, t′′) = A(t)Q Np

∫
d�0

∫
d�

∫
V

dr0

×
∫

V
dr n(r0, B̂, �0, t0)

× Ip(r, t′)P(r0, �0, t0)P(r, �, t|r0, �0, t0)

× PA(�, t′′)PE(�) (4)

where time t′′ (much shorter than t′ and t) is added for
later use to describe the modulation of the polarization
direction. PA(�, t′′) and PE(�) are the probabilities for a
dye molecule to absorb or respectively to emit a photon,
as we will see later. P(r, �, t|r0, �0, t0) is the conditional
probability density function for particles that, given a certain
particle was at position r0 and with orientation �0 at t0,
will be found at position r and with orientations � at time
t. Furthermore, P(r0, �0, t0) is the equilibrium probability
density function (pdf) for a particle at time t0 to have position
r0 and orientation �0. In an isotropic system a molecule
can be found with equal probability at any given orientation,
leading to P(r0, �0, t0) = 1/(4πV). The orientation � is
expressed in terms of three Euler angles α, β and γ , as defined
in figure 2 (see vector labeled � at the position of the origin).

The bleach pulse at time t0 changes the distribution of

the unbleached dye from an isotropic orientation distribution

to an anisotropic distribution n(r0, B̂, �0, t0) that depends on

B̂. It is assumed that during the short bleach pulse (5 ns) the

particles with dye do not reorientate. The probability PB(�0)

that a dye molecule with an absorption dipole moment in

direction μ̂B absorbs a photon with polarization B̂ produced

by the bleach beam is proportional to

PB(�0) ∝ |μ̂B(�0) · B̂|2. (5)

The distribution of unbleached dye molecules assuming a

first-order bleaching reaction is given by [18]

n(r0, B̂, �0, t0) = n0 exp[−αIb(r0)|μ̂B(�0) · B̂|2�tb].
(6)

Assuming that the initial system in equilibrium is

statistically invariant under translation, the initial orientation

�0 distribution is independent of the initial position r0.

Since for shallow bleaches the exponent between braces in

equation (6) is much smaller than 1, the exponent can be

replaced by a first-order Taylor expansion

n(r0, B̂, �0, t0) = n0[1− KPB(�0, t0)R (r0, t0)] (7)

where the exponent has been factorized in a term

proportional to the orientation-dependent bleach proba-

bility PB(�0, t0) (cosine squared distribution, conform

equation (5)), and a position-dependent factor R(r0, t0). This

cosine squared distribution implies a cylindrically symmetric

4
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pdf P(r0, B̂, �0, t0) about B̂ at each position in the illuminated

area if the initial orientation �0 distribution is isotropic. In

the case of deep bleaches, the orientational distribution of

bleached dye widens but retains its cylindrical symmetry.

The probability PA(�, t′′) that a dye molecule absorbs a

photon with polarization Â(t′′) produced by the polarization

modulated probe beam is equivalent to the expression in

equation (5):

PA(�, t′′) ∝ |μ̂A(�) · Â(t′′)|2. (8)

Since the polarization direction of the probe beam is

modulated, this probability does not only depend on the

dynamics of the particle orientation on time t, but also on

the time dependence of the modulation t′′ (see later). The

probability of emission of a photon with polarization Ê is

denoted as PE(�) and is given by

PE(�) ∝ |μ̂E(�) · Ê|2. (9)

We define the bleach contrast as

�If (t) ≡ If (t)− If (t < 0) (10)

i.e. the difference between fluorescence intensity at time t
after the pulse and the pre-bleach intensity If (t < 0). Inserting

equations (4) and (7) into equation (10) gives

�If(t, t′, t′′) = −A(t)QKNpn0

∫
d�0

∫
d�

∫
V

dr0

×
∫

V
dr PB (�0, t0)R (r0, t0)

× Ip(r, t′)P(r0, �0, t0)P(r, �, t|r0, �0, t0)

× PA(�, t′′)PE(�). (11)

Inserting equations (5), (8) and (9) into equation (11)

leads to the following expression for the bleach contrast

�If(t, t′, t′′) = −A(t)QKNpn0

∫
d�0

∫
d�

∫
V

dr0

∫
V

dr

× R (r0, t0) Ip(r, t′)P(r0, �0, t0)

× P(r, �, t|r0, �0, t0)|μ̂B(�0) · B̂|2
× |μ̂A(�) · Â(t′′)|2 |μ̂E(�) · Ê|2. (12)

The experimental geometry (see figure 2) is chosen such

that the polarization dependence of the fluorescence emission

is eliminated. This condition is fulfilled if the angle between

the polarization of the bleach beam B̂ and the orientation Ê
of the polarizer in front of the detector is βEB = 54.7◦. In this

case the second-order Legendre polynomial term P2(βEB) =
(3 cos2βEB − 1)/2 which is part of the final expression [8,

18] for the bleach contrast is reduced to zero. This is achieved

by keeping the polarization of the bleach beam B̂ constant at

an angle βB = 45◦ from the vertical, and by observing the

emission through a polarizer with the polarization direction

Ê oriented at a so-called magic angle βE = 35.3◦ from the

vertical (see figure 2).

The polarization of the probe beam is modulated by

a photoelastic modulator (PEM), between two extreme

orthogonal linear polarization states, parallel (Â ‖ B̂) and

perpendicular (Â ⊥ B̂) to the polarization of the bleach

beam, with corresponding bleach contrast �If‖ and �If⊥ ,

respectively.

A PEM, orientated at an angle βPEM = 45◦, gives a

sinusoidal retardation between two orthogonal components

with a phase amplitude ψret of π radians (λ/2) of:

δPEM = ψret sin(2π fPEMt′′). (13)

The incident light beam has a polarization direction of

βinc. = 0◦. The effect is a rotation of the polarization direction

of the light beam over an angle of 2(βPEM − βinc.) = 90◦ at

times t′′ of the maximum positive (‘fast’) induced retardation

λ/2, and analogously a rotation of −90◦ at times t′′ of

minimum negative (‘slow’) induced retardation −λ/2. Note

that the polarization states of these two extremes are in fact

the same. At times t′′ of zero crossing (unstrained element,

see section 4) the light has an unaltered polarization (β = 0◦).
In between, the light is elliptically polarized. The polarization

direction is in this way modulated twice per modulation period

(2fPEM, typically 100 kHz) between two extreme orthogonal

linear polarization directions, vertical (β = 0◦) and horizontal

(β = 90◦).
The polarization state of the beam can be described by

Jones vectors Ê, which are normalized to unit length if the

base [|Ex| eiϕx ,
∣∣Ey

∣∣ eiϕy ] is used [22]. This vector is then Ẽ0 =
(0, 1) for the incidence laser beam. The effect of an optical

element can be described by a 2×2 Jones matrix with complex

elements, which is for the PEM using equation (13) for the

retardation δPEM,

MPEM =
(

e[iδPEM] 0

0 1

)
=

(
e[iψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] 0

0 1

)
. (14)

Since the fast and slow axes of the PEM have an

orientation of βPEM = 45◦, rotation matrices R are used to

transform the polarization state from the laboratory frame of

reference to the PEM reference system (and backwards)

Ẽψ = R(−βPEM) · MPEM · R(βPEM) · Ẽ0

=
(

cos(−βPEM) sin(−βPEM)

− sin(−βPEM) cos(−βPEM)

)

×
(

e[iψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] 0

0 1

)

×
(

cos(βPEM) sin(βPEM)

− sin(βPEM) cos(βPEM)

)[
0

1

]
. (15)

For the Jones vector Ẽψ of the beam emerging from the

PEM this gives:

Ẽψ = 1
2

(
e[iψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] − 1

e[iψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] + 1

)
= e[i(ψret/2) sin(2π fPEMt′′)]

×
(

i sin[(ψret/2) sin(2π fPEMt′′)]
cos[(ψret/2) sin(2π fPEMt′′)]

)
. (16)

The overall phase factor in front of the vector on

the right-hand side can be ignored, since this factor does

5
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not change the state of polarization, or the normalized

intensity I ∝
∣∣∣Ẽ∗ψ · Ẽψ

∣∣∣. At times t′′, where the argument

[(ψret/2) sin(2π fPEMt′′)] equals ±π/2, the light is polarized
in the horizontal direction. The phase factor i in front of the
x-component is only related to the phase of the em wave,
which cycles many times during one modulation period. If the
argument is zero, the polarization stays vertical. The intensity
I is proportional to the sum of intensities of the horizontal (x)
component and the vertical (y) component [23]

I ∝
∣∣∣Ẽ∗ψ · Ẽψ

∣∣∣ = Ix + Iy

= Tx{1− cos[ψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)]}
+ Ty{1+ cos[ψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)]} (17)

with Tx and Ty the total transmission factors of the optical train
(including the fluorescence process) for the x- and vertical
y-component.

The Fourier transform of cos[ψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] in
equation (17) can be expanded in a series Bessel functions
of the first kind Jn with φ0 = 0

cos[φ0 + ψret sin(2π fPEMt′′)] = cos(φ0)J0(ψret)

+ 2
∞∑

n=1

{cos(φ0) cos[(2n)2π fPEMt′′]

× J2n(ψret)− sin(φ0) sin[(2n− 1)2π fPEMt′′]
× J2n−1(ψret)}. (18)

Both intensities Ix and Iy can be described by the even order
Bessel function with frequency 2nfPEM. J0(ψret) is a constant
(‘dc’) background term. In the case of linear dichroism (Tx
not equal to Ty), a 2fPEM component appears in the signal
since the cosine terms in equation (17) do not cancel. This
can be measured with a lock-in amplifier. Note that if one
inserted a linear polarizer along the horizontal (x) direction,
Ix is measured. The retardation amplitude ψret is set to a value
slightly beyond π radians to optimize the anisotropy signal.

Although the used multi-layer dielectric mirrors and
beam splitter are (almost) nonpolarizing in the sense of
intensity, they intrinsically exhibit a distinguished phase lag
�ϕm for mirror m between the s- (perpendicular, also called
senkrecht) and p- (parallel) polarization direction with respect
to the plane of incidence. The total phase lag is

∑
m�ϕm.

To keep the polarization state well defined in polarized
FRAP, care is taken that the two extreme orthogonal linear
polarization states are kept parallel to the s- and, respectively,
p- directions of the mirrors (Ex,Ey) = (Es,Ep) by modulating
the polarization direction between the vertical (β = 0◦) and
horizontal (β = 90◦) direction. After the reflections by the
mirrors, using equation (16), the Jones vector is:

Ẽafter mirrors

=
⎛
⎝|rs| e

[i ∑
m
�ϕm]

0

0
∣∣rp

∣∣
⎞
⎠(

Es

Ep

)

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

i |rs| e
[i ∑

m
�ϕm]

sin

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]
∣∣rp

∣∣ cos

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ . (19)

The reflection coefficients |rs| and |rp| are added to take

into account the equivalent of linear dichroism caused by the

difference in the reflection by the mirrors of the s- and p-

polarization states, which induces an offset in the polarization

anisotropy measurement. The phase factor caused by the

mirrors expressed by the exponent in front of the x-component

in equation (19) is only related to the phase of the em wave

and is unimportant when the argument of the subsequent sine

term is ±π/2, since then the y component is zero.

Lastly, the polarization state is rotated over an angle of

45◦ by a fixed λ/2 retardation plate oriented at an angle

βλ/2 = 22.5◦ in front of the sample, to arrive at the desired

extreme polarization directions of 45◦ and −45◦, respectively

(and a polarization direction of βB = 45◦ for the unmodulated

bleach beam). For the Jones vector for the beam at the position

of the sample this gives:

Ẽsample in =
(

cos(−βλ/2) sin(−βλ/2)
− sin(−βλ/2) cos(−βλ/2)

)(
−1 0

0 1

)
λ/2

×
(

cos(βλ/2) sin(βλ/2)

− sin(βλ/2) cos(βλ/2)

)

×

⎛
⎜⎜⎝

i |rs| e
[i ∑

m
�ϕm]

sin

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]
∣∣rp

∣∣ cos

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]
⎞
⎟⎟⎠ .

(20)

With the substitution βλ/2 = 22.5◦ we obtain for

Ẽsample in:

1

2

√
2

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

i |rs| e
[

i
∑
m
�ϕm

]
sin

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]

+ ∣∣rp

∣∣ cos

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]

i |rs| e
[

i
∑
m
�ϕm

]
sin

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]

− ∣∣rp

∣∣ cos

[
ψret

2
sin(2π fPEMt′′)

]

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
. (21)

The polarization state sweeps between +45◦ (in which

case the extra phase factor does not change the intensity) and

−45◦ with respect to the vertical direction as can be seen from

equation (21) with |rs| ≈
∣∣rp

∣∣.
The bleach contrast of the dc component in the

fluorescence intensity �Idc(t) can be defined similar to

equation (10) as

�Idc(t) ≡ Idc(t)− Idc(t < 0) (22)

where Idc(t) is the recovered fluorescence intensity after

the bleach pulse and Idc(t < 0) is the pre-bleach intensity.

The bleach contrast is time dependent mainly due to a

combination of reversible bleaching, contained in a factor A(t)
in equations (2) and (12), and translational exchange diffusion

to and from the exterior of the fringe area. The bleach contrast

can be normalized by the pre-bleach intensity corrected for

6
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the dark current of the detector

�I′dc(t) =
Idc(t)− Idc(t < 0)

Idc(t < 0)− Idc,dark
. (23)

The polarization anisotropy in the fluorescence intensity

due to the linear dichroism (in casu of the absorption dipole

moment caused by the polarized bleach beam) is proportional

to the envelope of the periodic component expressed by the

(signed) scalar ILIA,υ(t) in the signal measured with a lock-in

amplifier at reference frequency ν (=2fPEM)

�Iυ(t) ≡ Iυ,‖(t′′)− Iυ,⊥(t′′) = −ILIA,υ(t) (24)

where Iυ,‖(t′′) and Iυ,⊥(t′′) are the intensities with the

polarization direction of the probe beam parallel and

perpendicular to the polarization direction of the bleach beam.

This expression can be normalized by the pre-bleach intensity

corrected for the dark current (since for our case Idc,‖(t < 0)=
Idc,⊥(t < 0) in the expression in [8]) to find the normalized

polarization anisotropy

�I′υ(t) =
−ILIA,υ(t)

Idc(t < 0)− Idc,dark
. (25)

Care must be taken that both the numerator and

denominator are on the same absolute scale by taking into

account the gain of the lock-in amplifier and conversion from

rms to peak-to-peak value. The above-mentioned factor A(t)
is also contained in �Iυ(t).

The polarization anisotropy is defined as

r(t) ≡ �I′‖(t)−�I′⊥(t)
�I′tot(t)

= �I′ν(t)
�I′tot(t)

(26)

where �I′tot(t) is introduced to make r(t) independent of the

contribution of the above-mentioned time-dependent factor

A(t), as well as an experimental time-independent factor Q
in equation (12):

�I′tot(t) = �I′‖(t)+ 2�I′⊥(t). (27)

With �I′dc(t) = [�I′‖(t) + �I′⊥(t)]/2 and from equa-

tion (24) normalized: �I′υ(t) = �I′‖(t) − �I′⊥(t), we arrive

at

�I′tot(t) = 3�I′dc(t)− 1
2�I′υ(t). (28)

From the normalized data we find from equations (26)

and (28):

r(t) = �I′υ(t)
3�I′dc(t)− 1

2�I′υ(t)
. (29)

In section 3.2 a comparison is made between the

polarization anisotropy calculated in equation (29) from the

experimental data and the rotational diffusion coefficients.

3. Dynamics of ellipsoids

3.1. Rotational diffusion

A rotation of an ellipsoid (see figure 3) can be decomposed

into rotations around its three principal axes. The rotational

relaxation time τ characterizes the Brownian angular

movement of particles. In principle, the orientation of the

ellipsoids can be aligned, for example by an external field (not

used here), with their axis i parallel to the vertical z-axis that

is fixed in the laboratory frame of reference. Brownian motion

will disorient the particles when the external field is switched

off at time t = 0. The orientation of any ellipsoid at time t
can be described by the cosine of the angle θ between the

axis i and the z-axis. When the ensemble-averaged value of

cos(θ) has fallen to e−1, the time that has elapsed is defined

as the rotational relaxation time τi. Since the ellipsoid can

move in any direction, the rotational relaxation time τa of the

long principal axis a around the remaining two axes b and c
depends on the rotational diffusion coefficient of the latter two

principal axes (see figure 3), which are equal for an ellipsoid

of revolution (a �= b = c).

Thus τa is given by:

τa = 1

Dr
b + Dr

c
= 1

2 Dr⊥
. (30)

The rotation relaxation times of the two short (equatorial)

axes are equal for an ellipsoid of revolution

τb = 1

Dr
a + Dr

c
= 1

Dr‖ + Dr⊥
(=τc). (31)

The rotational friction coefficients of ellipsoids are

described in the seminal articles of Perrin [24, 25] with

a correction given by Koenig [26] (see appendix C in the

supplementary material online available at stacks.iop.org/

JPhysCM/24/245101/mmedia). The hydrodynamic volume

Vhydro is often larger than the geometrical volume of an

ellipsoid of revolution, which equals Vgeometric = (4/3)πab2.

For a rigid ellipsoid of revolution with a hydrodynamic

volume Vhydro in a solvent with viscosity η, there are

two Stokes–Einstein–Debye rotational diffusion coefficients,

which for stick boundary conditions are given by the

relations [27, 28]

Dr‖ =
kBT

6ηVhydrog‖
(32)

for rotation around the long symmetry axis (see figure 3(a)),

and

Dr⊥ =
kBT

6ηVhydrog⊥
(33)

for rotation around the short (equatorial) axes of the long axis

itself, where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute

temperature.

In equations (32) and (33) the Perrin factors g‖ and g⊥
quantify the deviation from the rotational diffusion coefficient

Dr
sphere = kBT/6ηVhydro of a sphere with the same volume as

the ellipsoid in question. The Perrin factors gi depend solely

on the aspect ratio, p = a/b, and are given by [27]

g‖ = 2(p2 − 1)

3p(p− S)
; g⊥ = 2(p4 − 1)

3p [(2p2 − 1) S− p] . (34)

7
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Figure 3. Rotation of short axes b and c around the long (symmetry) axis a (in figure (a)) and of short axis c and long axis a around axis b
(in figure (b)).

For a prolate ellipsoid of revolution (a > b) the term S is

given by the analytic expression [27]

Sprolate = 1√
p2 − 1

ln

[
p+

√
p2 − 1

]
(35)

whereas for an oblate ellipsoid of revolution (a < b) [27]

Soblate = 1√
1− p2

arctan [p−1(1− p2)1/2]. (36)

The rotational diffusion coefficient Dr‖ is weakly

dependent on the aspect ratio p, as is expected for the rotation

around the long symmetry axis. On the other hand, Dr⊥ is

strongly dependent on the aspect ratio p for prolate ellipsoids.

Note that the Perrin factors in equation (34) equal gi = 1 in the

limit of an aspect ratio of p = 1 (spherical particles); the proof

is given in appendix B (in the supplementary material online

available at stacks.iop.org/JPhysCM/24/245101/mmedia) for

g‖.

3.2. Rotational correlation functions

In the case of isotropic colloidal particles, the polarization

anisotropy r(t) can be expressed as [8]

r(t) = 5r0〈P2[D̂(t) · D̂(0)]〉 (37)

where r0 is the initial anisotropy, which depends on the

orientation of the absorption dipole moment of the dye

molecules with respect to the colloids, the residual mobility

(on time scales much smaller than used here) of the dye

molecules inside the colloidal particles, and a number

of experimental factors. P2 is the second-order Legendre

polynomial and its argument D̂(t) · D̂(0) is the cosine of the

angle through which the particle rotates during a time t. The

ensemble-averaged term in equation (37) is the rotational (or

orientational) correlation function. With the solution of the

Debye equation (see equation (3)), the ensemble-average in

equation (37) for a sphere is [8]

r(t) = 5r0〈P2[D̂(t) · D̂(0)]〉 = r0e−6Dr
0t (38)

which is a single-exponential decay as opposed to the case of

an anisotropic particle, which is discussed below.

Theoretically [29], the decay of the polarization

anisotropy r(t) as defined in equation (26) for an ellipsoid of

revolution is given by a sum of three exponentials [14, 30]

r(t)

r0
= 0.4 e

− t
φ1 + 0.4 e

− t
φ2 + 0.2 e

− t
φ3 . (39)

The rotational correlation times φi in equation (39) are

the eigenvalues of the rotational diffusion equation [31] and

are related to the rotational diffusion coefficients Dr
‖ and Dr⊥

given by equations (32) and (33)

φ1 = 1

4Dr
‖ + 2Dr⊥

(40)

φ2 = 1

Dr
‖ + 5Dr⊥

(41)

φ3 = 1

6Dr⊥
. (42)

Evidently, the rotational correlation times φi are not the

same as the rotational relaxation times τi belonging to the

rotation of the principal axes of the ellipsoid. The apparent

rotational diffusion coefficient is not the algebraic average of

Dr
i belonging to the principal axes, as opposed to the case of

the translational diffusion in the long time limit.

In the case of an asymmetric (or general) ellipsoid

(a �= b �= c), the polarization anisotropy r(t) is the sum of

five exponentials and there is no analytic expression for the

rotational friction factors, but they can be determined by

calculating elliptical integrals numerically. The polarization

8
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Figure 4. Rotational correlation functions from equation (39) for
different aspect ratios p and a constant volume Vhydro of the ellipsoid
of revolution.

anisotropy in equation (39) is normalized by the initial

anisotropy r0 at t = 0. The exponential amplitudes in

equation (39) have the given numerical value [16] because

it is assumed that the ellipsoids are labeled with the dye

transition dipole moments orientated randomly. In general,

the amplitudes depend on the orientation of the absorption

and emission dipole moment inside the ellipsoid when the

dye molecules have a preferred orientation with respect to the

frame of reference of the ellipsoid, and also on the rotational

diffusion coefficients for asymmetric ellipsoids.

The theoretical rotational correlation function is plotted

in figure 4 for different values of the aspect ratio p. For a

rigid spherical particle (aspect ratio p = 1), the rotational

correlation function is a single-exponential decay. Since

the Perrin factors (equation (34)) in the expression for the

rotational diffusion coefficients depend on the aspect ratio p in

a different way, the rotational correlation times φi are different

from each other for non-spherical ellipsoids of revolution. In

that case, the shape of the rotational correlation function in

a logarithmic plot deviates quite a lot from a straight line.

At a large aspect ratio (p � 5) the parallel and perpendicular

rotational diffusion coefficients are substantially different. In

the limit of larger time t the decay is then dominated by

the rotational correlation time φ3 and only the perpendicular

rotational diffusion coefficient has to be taken into account

as has been done by Bereolos [32]. Note that the decay time

depends strongly on the volume Vhydro of the ellipsoid.

3.3. Translational diffusion

The translational diffusion coefficient for a prolate ellipsoid

of revolution which obeys the stick boundary condition has

been given by Happel and Brenner [33] with Sprolate from

equation (35)

Dt = kBTSprolate

6πηb
. (43)

This translational diffusion coefficient Dt of a Brownian

ellipsoid of revolution in an isotropic phase is the orientational

average [34] of the translational diffusion coefficients Dt‖ and

Dt⊥. Note that Sprolate in equation (43) equals 1 in the limit of

an aspect ratio of p = 1 (spherical particles), in which case we

obtain the Stokes–Einstein relation for a sphere.

This expression (43) can be coupled in the fit procedure

with equations (32) and (33).

4. Experiments

4.1. Instrumental setup

4.1.1. Excitation. The bleach pulses are generated by

a frequency-doubled neodymium:yttrium aluminum garnet

laser (Nd:YAG, Continuum Minilite II, see figure 5) at a

wavelength λB = 532 nm with a pulse duration of 5 ns. The

maximum bleach energy used in our setup is 15 mJ/pulse. The

spatial coherence length of this laser is 10 mm [35].

The probe beam is produced by a continuous wave

diode pumped solid state neodymium:yttrium vanadate laser

(Nd:YVO4, Cobolt Samba) at a wavelength λA = 532 nm.

This laser is operated in single longitudinal mode at a power

of 15 mW maximum. The coherence length is typically

more than 10 m. The beam pointing stability is better than

10 μrad ◦C−1. By a neutral density filter (labeled nd in

figure 5), the probe beam intensity can be controlled. For

both λB and λA the absorption cross section of the dye

rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) is 44% in comparison with

the maximum of RITC at a wavelength of 564 nm in a silica

matrix [36].

The bleach and probe laser initially have a vertical

polarization (β = 0◦). This is more accurately optimized

by a Glan–Taylor polarizer (labeled pol1 in figure 5) for

the bleach beam and a Glan–Thompson polarizer (labeled

pol2 in figure 5) for the probe beam. Both the bleach and

probe laser beam are split in two by the same nonpolarizing,

all-dielectric, single laser line, high energy plate beamsplitter

(CVI BSNP532-50-2025) with a diameter of 50.8 mm, at

an incidence angle of 45◦. The transmitted and reflected

beams are equal as far as the intensities are concerned in

order to obtain interference fringes with a high visibility.

The piezo-electric modulator (Burleigh PZ-91) is a mirror

mounted on a piezo-electric element with a working range of

0–2 μm and a low hysteresis. After the bleach pulse, the dc

offset is adjusted to obtain a spatial phase of the probe fringe

with respect to the bleach fringe of ϕ0 = π/2, which is optimal

when modulation is used. The split beam is recombined in

the center of the sample by this piezomirror at a distance in

the order of 1 m under a semiangle θ of 2.7◦ typically (see

figure 1). Thus, a fringe pattern with a spacing L of 5.7 μm

was obtained, which can be altered between 2 and 15 μm by

changing θ by realignment. The modulation frequency ξpiezo

is adjusted to 675 Hz.

4.1.2. Beam optics. The ray matrix theory for Gaussian

beam optics with ABCD matrices including complex beam

parameters [37] has been used for the design. Both the

bleach and probe laser beams are focused in the center of

the sample to the same fringe area size with a beam waist

radius w0 of 160 μm to avoid fluorescence from unbleached

areas. The number of fringes in this area is typically 43,

9
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the combined rotational and translational-FRAP setup. The abbreviation λ/2 denotes half-lambda
platelets; pol are polarizers; nd is a neutral density filter, and β the orientation angle with respect to the vertical direction. The various
components of the setup are further discussed in 4.1.1–4.1.5.

which ensures that the approximation in equation (2) for the

fluorescence intensity can be used for the analysis of the

translational-FRAP part.

Beam expanders have to be applied as otherwise the

diffraction of light obstructs the creation of such a small

spot on a large distance. Galilean type beam expanders are

used [22], giving an expansion of the diameter of the laser

beam of 6× for the bleach and 3× for the probe beam. The

distance between the two lenses of the beam expanders is

adjusted such that the exit beam is not collimated (infinite

conjugate), but focused in the center of the sample. The

depth of focus, i.e. the distance at which the beam radius

w = 1.05w0, is 7.5 mm for the bleach beam and 48 mm for

the probe beam. The distance at which the intersecting beams

start to overlap is 4 mm in front of the position of maximum

overlap cross section, which is larger than the optical path

length (maximum 3 mm) inside the sample cell. Since the

coherence length of the pulsed bleach laser is only 10 mm,

an optical delay line (see figures 1 and 5) is inserted in the

fixed optical path (k1 in figure 1). In this way the optical path

length� between the beam splitter and sample is the same for

both beams within 10 mm. An additional advantage is that the

focal points of both beams coincide, since the image distances

after the beamsplitter become equal. For the coarse alignment,

a pinhole was used with a diameter of 200 μm on the position

of the sample. The near optical field at the sample position

was investigated by a magnified projection of the intensity

distribution over the area of the pinhole on a screen at a large

distance. As the overlap of the beams at the sample position

is very critical, the mirror in the delay line beam is equipped

with actuators (Picomotors, New Focus Inc.) to fine-tune the

tilts by remote control. The mirrors used in the piezomirror

and delay line are all mirrors with a diameter of 50.4 mm

(large, in order to transmit the expanded beams) optimized

for an incidence angle of 45◦.
A prerequisite for FRAP measurements is the stability

of the whole setup since movements on the micrometer

scale are measured. Therefore, the optical part of the setup

as schematically depicted in figure 5 is contained in a

polystyrene shielding box, built on an air-pressured optical

table which damps mechanical vibrations.

4.1.3. Modulation of polarization. Modulation of the probe

polarization direction Â(t′′) is obtained by a Photo Elastic

Modulator (PEM, Hinds International Inc., model 80, see

figure 5) giving a sinusoidal phase lag, at a frequency fPEM =
50 kHz and with a phase retardation amplitude of slightly

more than a half-wave (λ/2). In the PEM, a sound wave in

a rectangular bar of fused silica is used to provide a sinusoidal

retardation modulation of the polarization of the probe beam.

The fast and slow axis of this induced retardation are oriented

at an angle of βPEM = 45◦ with respect to the vertical direction

(see discussion in equation (21)). In front of the sample, a

quartz half-wave retardation plate (labeled λ/2 in figure 5;

Melles Griot 02WRQ027 for 532 nm) with an orientation

of the fast axis at βλ/2 = 22.5◦ turns the orthogonal linear

polarization directions over a polar angle of 45◦ to the desired

+45◦ for the bleach beam and ±45◦ for the probe beam with

respect to the vertical direction.

4.1.4. Detection. Colloidal fluids to be measured are

contained in square borosilicate glass cells (Vitrocom CS103)
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Figure 6. TEM image of isotropic silica particles [36] (code Sisol).
Scale bar = 400 nm.

with an optical path length of 3 mm and a height of 48 mm.

The fluorescent light is detected at right angles to the bisector

of the intersecting beams by a photo multiplier tube (PMT;

Products For Research, cooled with a Peltier element to

reduce the dark current) as shown in figure 5. In front of

the detector a polarizer is set to the so-called magic angle

of βE = 35.3◦ (see figure 2). This polarizer is actually a

component of the fast ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) shutter

(Displaytech LV2500AC with driver DR95FLC), which is

used to protect the sensitive detector from scattered light and

the luminescence burst during the intense bleach pulse. For

this purpose, the PMT also has an internal gating circuit,

which disables the PMT’s internal electron multiplier during

the bleach pulse. The shutter has a total switching open time

of 70 μs [8], which limits the shortest time scale accessible

in the rotational-FRAP experiments. The fluorescent light is

collected by a lens in front of the detector. An optical filter

(Andover, 600FS40-50) used as a low pass filter is inserted to

separate the fluorescent light from the scattered light.

4.1.5. Signal processing. The output signal current from

the PMT is amplified with a large dynamic range current to

voltage amplifier (Melles Griot, 13 AMP003). The frequency

component at the polarization modulation frequency 2fPEM is

measured by a lock-in amplifier (labeled rot-LIA in figure 5;

Signal Recovery, model 7265) for the rotational part of the

FRAP setup. The reference signal is obtained from the 2fPEM

reference output of the PEM driver.

By the oscillator of the translational lock-in amplifier

(labeled trans-LIA in figure 5), the piezomirror is modulated

with a frequency ξpiezo. The output of the rot-LIA is fed

to channel 2 of a fast digital oscilloscope (LeCroy LT322).

Via two A/D converters, the x and y output of the (analog)

trans-LIA is stored in a buffer of the (full digital) rot-LIA. The

dc signal in the detector output is measured with channel 1

of the fast digital oscilloscope. To avoid mutual influence,

the frequency of the polarization modulation (2fPEM =
100 kHz) is chosen much higher than the frequency of the

fringe modulation (ξpiezo = 675 Hz). The (integration) time

constant of both the rot-LIA and trans-LIA are adjusted to

1/30 of the expected decay time of the relating correlation

function. During the integration time of the trans-LIA, many

modulation periods of the polarization modulations have been

passed (and averaged). The amplitude of the small ac ‘ripple’

Figure 7. Representative TEM image of hollow silica colloidal
ellipsoids of revolution (code A5H) used for a typical integrated
FRAP measurement on anisotropic particles. Scale bar = 400 nm.
For more information on the preparation and properties of these
colloids see [39, 40].

Figure 8. Normalized bleach contrast �I′dc(t) according to
equation (23) of photobleaching measurement on colloidal spheres.
On time zero the shutter is closed shortly to protect the detector.
Initially, 15% of the dye molecules are bleached.

(<0.25%) due to the fringe or polarization modulation is small

as compared to the total intensity. As the frequencies of the

modulation of the rotational and translational part of the setup

are not correlated, the effect of the fringe modulation is also

suppressed by averaging many runs.

In the past, continuous wave lasers were used in

translational-FRAP for the bleaching with bleaching times

of at least 0.5 s [20]. In our setup with bleaching by

a pulsed laser with a short pulse duration (5 ns), the

noise is the limit for the shortest accessible measuring

time in translational-FRAP. To obtain sufficient statistical

accuracy for both the rotational- and translational-FRAP, each

measurement consists of several runs. To achieve this, the

sample is moved down to fresh, unbleached areas before each

bleach pulse. To accomplish this, a sample translation stage

(Newport M-UTM100CC1DD) is used, which has a range

of 100 mm, a resolution of 1 μm, and is controlled with a

universal motion controller (Newport, model ESP300).

4.2. Sample preparation

For the proof of principle measurement with isotropic

particles, spherical silica particles (code Sisol) with a

fluorescent core and a shell of bare silica were used (see

figure 6) synthesized by Verhaegh [36]. The dye rhodamine
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Figure 9. Simultaneous measurement (circles) of translational (a) and rotational (b) diffusion of silica spheres (Rhydro = 229 nm), with
concentration of 0.7% dispersed in DMF, in an integrated FRAP setup. The solid lines denote a least squares exponential fit. The

translational part of the FRAP measurement has been done at a reciprocal length of k0 = 1.1× 106 m−1.

B 5-isothiocyanate (RITC) is covalently bonded to the silica

in the core. Typical dye contents are 6.6× 104 dye molecules

per particle core, which means an average dye–dye distance

in the order of 4 nm. The TEM outer radius of the Sisol

particles is 189 nm, which is twice the core size, and

the polydispersity is 14%. The shell is added to screen

interactions between dye molecules on the surface of the

colloid core and its environment. RITC has its excitation

maximum at a wavelength of 564 nm in a silica matrix and

its emission maximum around 580 nm. The Sisol particles

were dispersed in dimethylformamide (DMF) in which they

have a hydrodynamic radius Rhydro of 229 nm measured with

rotational- (only) FRAP by Koenderink et al [38].

For the integrated FRAP measurement of anisotropic

particles, hollow silica colloidal ellipsoids of revolution

labeled with RITC have been used (code A5H, see figure 7),

synthesized by Sacanna et al [39, 40]. The TEM size is

345 nm (2a) for the long axis and 118 nm (2b) for the short

axis with a relative statistical standard deviation of 12% and

4%, respectively. The ellipsoids were freshly redispersed in

an (almost) refractive-index matching mixture (2:3 v/v) of

DMF and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) from a stable stock

dispersion of those particles in ethanol.

5. Application and discussion

5.1. Simultaneous measurement of rotational and
translational diffusion of spherical colloids

As a proof of principle, simultaneous measurements of

rotational and translational Brownian diffusion of isotropic

colloids with the integrated FRAP have been performed

on colloidal spherical particles (code Sisol, see figure 6).

Figure 8 shows the time-dependent contrast, normalized

by the pre-bleach fluorescence intensity, �I′dc(t) defined

in equation (23) of the recovery of the fluorescence after

bleaching on time t = 0 s. Initially 15% of the dye molecules

had been bleached.

The translational-FRAP decay (self-intermediate scatter-

ing function) in figure 9(a) and polarization anisotropy r(t) in

figure 9(b) were measured simultaneously. As can be seen two

correlation functions are obtained in contrast to depolarized

DLS. The semiangle between the intersecting beams was

Figure 10. Effect of probe beam intensity Iprobe beam on the
apparent radius Rapparent of RITC-labeled silica spheres
(Rhydro = 229 nm) in DMF measured with the integrated
translational- (a) rotational- (b) FRAP setup.

adjusted to θ = 2.7◦, which gives a fringe spacing of 5.7 μm,

corresponding to a reciprocal length of k0 = 1.1 × 106 m−1.

Both curves show a single-exponential decay and are fitted by

standard fitting procedures (Mathematica program, Wolfram).

The characteristic decay time of the translational part is

0.73 ± 0.05 s, giving a translational diffusion coefficient

of Dt
apparent = 1.17 × 10−12 m2 s−1, which is corrected

for the polydispersity and the viscosity is corrected for the

temperature. Via the Stokes–Einstein relation an apparent

hydrodynamic radius of Rhydro = 239 nm is obtained. As

observed also in the past [20], the translational-FRAP curve in

figure 9(a) has a non-zero baseline which must be an artifact

for which we have no explanation yet.

12
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Figure 11. Effect of bleach beam intensity Ibleach beam in terms of
pulse energy on the apparent radius Rapparent of RITC-labeled silica
spheres (Rhydro = 229 nm) in DMF measured with the integrated
translational–rotational-FRAP setup.

The anisotropy of the rotational part of the FRAP

measurement r(t) has a characteristic decay time of

11.5 ± 0.4 ms. From this a rotational diffusion coefficient

Dr
0,apparent = 15.3 s−1 corrected for the polydispersity [38]

is obtained. Using the Stokes–Einstein–Debye relation, an

apparent hydrodynamic radius of Rhydro = 236 nm can be

calculated.

The apparent radii found in the translational part and,

respectively, rotational part of the FRAP setup agree well

between themselves. Although the apparent radii are on

average 26% larger than the TEM radius, they are similar to

the values reported by Koenderink [38]: Rhydro = 215 nm in

ethanol with DLS and Rhydro = 229 nm in DMF in another

rotational (only) FRAP setup.

The initial polarization anisotropy r0 in equation (38) was

around 0.07 (see intercept in figure 9(b)), which is on the

same level as values in the literature for colloids with dye

molecules [19]. The small negative value of the baseline of the

polarization anisotropy in figure 9(b) most likely is an artifact

for which we have no explanation at the moment.

The influence of the probe beam intensity Iprobe beam on

the apparent radius of the RITC-labeled silica spheres (code

Sisol) has been investigated in the range of 0.1–0.65 mW

(figure 10). For the translational part of the integrated FRAP

setup in figure 10(a) a smaller apparent size tendency can

be seen when the probe beam intensity increases. This effect

might be attributed to convection due to local heating. In a

trial experiment, where a probe laser beam with a considerable

intensity was shone on the surface of a sedimentation layer of

the spherical particles with dye, it was demonstrated that an

upward convective transport of particles started. The effect of

this vertical velocity due to convection is a more rapid decay

of translational-FRAP curves [20].

The coefficient of determination R2 as a measure for the

goodness of fit of the translational decay curve decreases

at probe beam intensities smaller than 0.04 mW (data not

shown) due to a low signal to noise ratio at low intensities. In

the probe intensity range under consideration in figure 10(b)

for the rotational part of the simultaneous measurement,

no trend in the apparent radius can be distinguished.

Figure 12. Simultaneous FRAP measurement of ellipsoids of
revolution. The translational-FRAP curve (circles in figure (a))
should display a single-exponential decay, in accordance with the
theory (solid line in figure (a)), see equations (2) and (43). The
measured rotational-FRAP curve of the polarization anisotropy
(circles in figure (b)) should yield a three-exponential decay (figure
(b) solid line for an aspect ratio of 3.1). For comparison, the
polarization anisotropy of a sphere with an equivalent volume is
added in figure (b) (dotted line). The translational part of the FRAP
measurement has been done at a reciprocal length of

k0 = 1.1× 106 m−1.

This observation supports the above-mentioned assumption

regarding the convection effect in translational-FRAP. A

probe beam intensity higher than 0.3 mW should be avoided to

prevent convection. From the analysis of the rotational-FRAP

curves in the probe intensity range of figure 10, the initial

polarization anisotropy r0 in equation (39) appears to be

constant (data not shown).

The effect of the bleach beam pulse energy in units

of mJ on the integrated FRAP measurements is shown in

figure 11 for the translational and rotational part. The lower

limit of the pulse energy is limited by the trigger threshold

of the data acquisition whereas the maximum pulse energy

is limited by the damage threshold of the optical parts. In

the range of figure 11 the apparent radii are almost constant,

i.e. independent of the bleach intensity. From the analysis of

the rotational-FRAP curves in the bleach intensity range of

figure 11, the polarization anisotropy r0 (see equation (39))

shows no significant variation (data not shown).

Although the measured translational and rotational

diffusion coefficients do not vary much in these series of

probe and bleach intensities, these intensities need to be

optimized for each combination of particles, incorporated dye

concentration, and solvent.
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5.2. Simultaneous measurement of translational and
rotational diffusion of anisotropic colloids

A typical example of a simultaneous FRAP measurement on

rhodamine-labeled colloidal ellipsoids of revolution is shown

in figure 12. The hollow rigid particles (code A5H) [39, 40]

were dispersed with a volume concentration of 2.8% v/v in a

mixture of DMSO and DMF (3:2 v/v). The TEM size (see

also figure 7) is 345 nm for the long axis dimension (2a,

which is twice the length of the semi-axis of symmetry |a|)
and 118 nm for the short axis dimension (2b) and relative

standard deviations of 12% and 4%, respectively.

Although these particles are anisotropic, a single-

exponential decay is expected for the long time translational

diffusion limit according to equations (2) and (43). The

translational diffusion coefficient Dt is only weakly dependent

on the aspect ratio p (see equation (43)). Therefore the

translational-FRAP curve is initially fitted with an aspect ratio

p from the TEM measurement (pTEM = 〈2a〉/〈2b〉 = 2.9). The

hydrodynamic volume is calculated from this fit, giving the

length of the long and short axis. This is used in the analysis

of the rotational-FRAP curve (polarization anisotropy), from

which the apparent aspect ratio p is derived. Use is made of the

fact that the deviation of this curve (see figure 12(b) circles)

from a single-exponential curve (see figure 12(b) dotted line)

belonging to the rotational-FRAP curve of an equivalent

(in the sense of initial slope) sphere is strongly dependent

on the aspect ratio p. The measured rotational-FRAP curve

of the polarization anisotropy of an ellipsoid of revolution

(circles in figure 12(b)) has to give a three-exponential

decay (solid line in figure 12(b) for an aspect ratio p of

3.1) in the case of the experimental polarization geometry

used here. The best matching aspect ratio p is iteratively

used in the fit of the translational-FRAP curve. According

to this procedure the hydrodynamic volume is derived

from the translational diffusion coefficient measured in the

translational part of the integrated FRAP setup. This gives an

apparent ensemble-averaged size of 467 nm for the long axis

dimension (2a) and 151 nm for the short axis dimension (2b).

From the simultaneous measured rotational-FRAP curve an

apparent aspect ratio p of 3.1 has been obtained. Although

the size of the symmetry axis is, respectively, 35% and 28%

larger than the TEM sizes for the long and short axis of the

ellipsoids of revolution under consideration, the same order of

magnitude of deviation (26%) was found in section 5.1 for the

integrated FRAP measurement on isotropic particles. Part of

the high size values might be ascribed to the polydispersity,

for which no correction is taken into account yet for this

analysis of integrated FRAP measurement on ellipsoids. The

apparent aspect ratio p from the analysis of the rotational

part of the simultaneous measurement (p = 3.1) deviates

5% from the aspect ratio from the TEM measurement. The

iteratively fitted method mentioned above has to be regarded

as a first approximation. In a more advanced method the

translational and rotational analysis could be mathematically

coupled and a correction for the polydispersity, with the

appropriate weighting factors [38, 41] which are different

for rotational and translational-FRAP respectively, has to be

incorporated. Clearly the length of the long and short principle

axis of the ellipsoids of revolution with a low aspect ratio

p (p = 3.1) as used here, can be measured in one combined

measurement which is hard to do with a rotational only FRAP

setup.

6. Conclusions

We have demonstrated in a proof of principle experiment

that we succeeded in developing a method for simultaneous

measurement of rotational and translational diffusion of

anisotropic colloids with this integrated fluorescence recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP) setup. These two dynamic

processes are measured under exactly the same conditions

and at the same time in dynamic experiments, which can

later be used in e.g. measurements on sedimentation–diffusion

profiles. Two correlation functions are obtained in one

single measurement in contrast to depolarized dynamic light

scattering. The diffusion processes can be measured on a time

scale of sub-milliseconds for the rotational part to minutes

or more for both the rotational and translational part. In

our FRAP setup a modulated fringe pattern is used for

the translational part, and a photoelastic modulator for the

polarization modulation.

We measured combined FRAP on silica ellipsoids of

revolution as an example of anisotropic particles. We found

the expected single-exponential decay of the translational-

FRAP curve for long time translational Brownian diffusion.

The rotational-FRAP curve of ellipsoids of revolution

matches the three-exponential decay in the case of the

experimental polarization geometry used here, where only the

absorption dipole moment orientation is measured, making

the analysis simpler. From the simultaneously measured

translational diffusion coefficient, the hydrodynamic volume

Vhydro can be calculated, which establishes together with

the aspect ratio p from the rotational part of the FRAP

measurement both the length of the long and short axes.

The measured ensemble-averaged size of the long and

short principle axes of the ellipsoids of revolution is obtained

with a hydrodynamic-to-TEM-size ratio of the same order

of magnitude as measured in dynamic light scattering and

rotational only FRAP equipment. For the aspect ratio of

the ellipsoids used here (around 3) we took advantage of

measuring translational and rotational dynamics at one time,

as the long and short axis length are very difficult to derive

from a translational- or rotational-FRAP only experiment.
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Appendix (supplementary material online)  

A. Derivation of intensity of fringe pattern in translational-FRAP 

 

The intensity of the fringe pattern is proportional to the square of the superposition of the real 

parts of the electric field strengths of the two split beams of which the time average is give by [35] 
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This can be worked out as:  
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which gives: 
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We define the position of the origin at the point of intersection of the centers of the crossed beams. At 

this position the sample cell is centered. The z direction is chosen along the bisector of k1 and k2 and 



the x direction parallel to k0 defined in equation (A9), then 0 ˆ0k xk . Using this coordinate base, we 

can write 
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To estimate the relative background hyperbolic cosine term we use the constraint that / 2z d , 

where d is the thickness of the sample cell, typically d = 0.4 mm. Furthermore, we may assume for the 

exponent in equation (A6), leaving y out of consideration, 
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since otherwise the exponential in equation (A6) would have decayed to almost zero and therefore 

does not contribute to the intensity. With these two constrains it can be shown that the argument  of 

the hyperbolic cosine equals 
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For a typical value of w0 = 0.15 mm and  = 2.2o the hyperbolic cosine is 1.03 which differs 3% from 

unity. For the largest sample cell with a thickness of d = 3 mm this approximation is not valid but this 

only affects the background intensity. Since we measure only the fringe pattern intensity by filtering 

the ac modulation out of the total signal, the hyperbolic cosine can be approximated by a unity value. 

According to equation (A10) the exponent in equation (A6) contains the z-dependent term 

2 2 2
02 sin /z w . With the mentioned typical values the z dependence of the fringe pattern intensity 

can be safely ignored, so that we finally get together with the hyperbolic cosine approximation
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Equation Section 2B. Proof of correctness Perrin factor g  for the limit of aspect ratio equals 1

In the limit of an aspect ratio ( p = a/b) of the ellipsoid of revolution approaching 1, the result 

of the Stokes-Einstein-Debye rotational diffusion coefficient rD  for a spherical particle should be 

obtained in equation (32), i.e. 1g . In this appendix this will be proven. In equation (34) we found 

an expression for the Perrin factor g  in the parallel case for rotation around the long (symmetry) axis 

22( 1)
3 ( )
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p p S

. B(1) 

For a prolate (a >b) ellipsoid of revolution the elliptic integral S has an analytic solution (equation 

(35)): 
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With 1p , the limit of 1p  can be written as 
0

lim(1 )p . The analytic expression in 

equation B(2) for Sprolate can be written as 
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 By taking first order approximations in the limit of 0  this division is undetermined (0/0). The 

same is true for multiple application of the theorem of L’Hospital. To treat this problem one has to 

expand the nominator and denominator of equation B(3) in a power series. For the nominator one 

finds 
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By dividing this two results, one can derive for Sprolate in the limit of 0  

0
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Inserting this result in equation B(6) in the limit of 0 gives for the Perrin factor g  
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Equation Section 3C. Correction of Perrin’s paper 

In his seminal paper of 1934 [24], Perrin’s final expressions (his equation (95b), in this paper 

equation (31)) for the rotational relaxation times of the short (equatorial) axes of an ellipsoid of 

revolution contain a mistake [26]. Although already reported in 1943 by Wyman and Ingalls, the 

mistake still appeared in the classic book of Cohn and Edsall (Proteins, Amino Acids and Peptides, 

edition 1943 & 1965) and in several papers (for a review see [26]).  

If one defines, equivalent to equations (30) and (31), the rotational relaxation times 0 of a 

sphere 
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with 0
rD  the rotational diffusion coefficient for a sphere, we find for the rotational relaxation time of 

the short axes normalized by this relaxation time for a sphere with the help of equation (31) 
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Using equations (32) and (33) for rD  and rD respectively, with the help of equation (34) for the 

Perrin factors g  and g , and an aspect ratio p=a/b, we find after some algebraic manipulation  
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where S is defined [27] in equation (35) for a prolate ellipsoid of revolution. The error in Perrin’s 

paper is in the term 2( 2)p  in the denominator of equation C(3). In Perrin’s notation (Perrins’ 

equation (95b) with another definition of S (
2

Perrin
SS
b

) and eliminating p ( p = a/b) , Perrin found 
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where the sign of term in the denominator of equation C(4) multiplying PerrinS is incorrect. The correct 

expression is: 
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In his equations [96] and [96bis], Perrin replaces PerrinS by an analytic expression for a prolate 

ellipsoid of revolution, equivalent to equation (35), and an oblate ellipsoid of revolution, respectively. 

In these equations the expression for 0/b  contains the same mistake.  
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